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Following a series of commitments from OEMs to phase out their ICE vehicles in favor of electric vehicles, and

with governments providing a variety of incentives for EV buyers, adoption rates and sales are growing rapidly.

With more consumers, fleets, and service operators switching to EVs, there comes a renewed interest in the

build-up of EV charging networks.

However, as the ecosystem for EV charging infrastructure evolves, it also becomes more complex. Likewise, for

OEMs and operators, optimizing the charging network as it evolves at such a rapid pace is an increasingly

complicated challenge. This complexity only develops further when accounting for the variety of charge point

operators involved in EV charging and the growing partnership network that surrounds them. With this

complexity and variety present at such an early stage, tracking the ecosystem for EV charging can quickly

become difficult.

This report maps out the current landscape of EV charging infrastructure to track its footprint and highlight its

growth. Taking a deep dive into the ecosystem, the report profiles its key players, identifies their strengths and

weaknesses, and understands the business models adopted by them. It similarly works to understand the

levels, complexity, and maturity of EV charging infrastructure across Europe and the U.S.
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> How many charging points
are there and what is their
geographic distribution
across the EU and US?

> Which OEMs are investing
in proprietary charging
networks, where and
how?

> What are the different
business models that are
being adopted by charging
networks?

> Which charging providers
have the largest networks
and how efficiently
distributed are they?

Key questions answered
#217/EV Charging & Infrastructure Guide
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EUs ambitious plan to become climate neutral 

European
Green Deal 

Fit For 55

2050 Strategy 

2030 Strategy 

Set 2030 Strategy

climate neutral by 2050 

Enable circular economy 

R&D Innovations

€100bn Investment 

55% emission reduction 

Support 
Alternative 
Fuels

Set exit date for fossil fuel 

40% of energy from renewable sources

Expansion of charging Infrastructure

During the COP26 held in Glasgow in November, the EU reiterated its commitment to reach the net-zero carbon emissions by 2050. However, since this objective is still 
a long way off, earlier in the year the "Fit for 55" plan has been established as an intermediate target. As the name suggests, Fit for 55 aims at reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions by at least 55 percent by 2030.
The package revises previous targets and should result in an emissions reduction of 61 percent in industries concerned by 2030 compared with 2005. The transport 
sector is one, and the emissions reduction objective for it is 90 percent (currently it accounts for more than a quarter of EU emissions). On June 2, 2022, the European 
transport ministers adopted a common position on the three legislative proposals relating to it with regards to alternative fuel infrastructure.

Revision of the EU Emissions 
Trading System (ETS)

Regulations and new 
strategy on land use and 
forestry

Effort Sharing Regulation 
(ESR)

Revision of the Directive on 
deployment of alternative 
fuels infrastructure

Amendment to Energy 
Efficiency directives

Social institutions for 
climate protection

Sustainable airplane fuels
Emission reduction in 
maritime transport

Carbon border adjustment 
mechanism

CO₂ emission  standards 
for new passenger cars 
and light commercial 
vehicles

Revision of the Energy Tax 
Directive

40% of the EU 
consumption must comes 
from renewable energy by 
2030

#217/EV Charging and Infrastructure Guide
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Key Takeaways 

Ionity, FastNed, and Fines Charging are located 
at the bottom as they provide only DC charging.

• The trendline highlights a significant positive 
correlation in the DC and AC pricing by different 
CPOs. High AC pricing generally corresponds to 
high DC pricing and vice versa.

• Pricing is heavily dependent on the country of 
operation, with higher prices for both AC and 
DC generally found in Northern Europe. The 
trend largely follows the market price for 
electricity in each country.

• The CPOs in the blue box, which are the top 1/3 
offering the highest DC price per kWh, are in 
Denmark, Germany, Norway, the UK, and the 
Netherlands. Of the 6 with the highest AC 
pricing, in the yellow box, four are still in 
Germany, Denmark, and the Netherlands, but 
two (Enel X, and E Charge) are in Italy and 
Romania.

• Some countries such as France require per-
minute pricing instead of per-kWh.

About 

The graph displays the key players among CPOs 
plotted according to the pricing* offered for AC 
and DC per kWh.

*Note: Pricing data collected 02.May.2022 – 11.May.2022 

#217/EV Charging and Infrastructure Guide



Example slides 
from the report
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Power per EV

Case Study : Tesla Charging network business model changing

The chart to the left 
shows just how much 
power will become 
available to the fleet of 
European EVs when 
Tesla fully opens its 
network to non-Tesla 
vehicles. This fairly 
inexpensive change will 
be a dramatic upgrade 
for the European 
charging network.

Map view of power capacity including Tesla

Statistics of Tesla Charging

November 2021 Non-Tesla Supercharger Pilot

January 2022
Tesla’s non-Tesla Supercharger pilot 
program expands to France, Norway

February 2022
Tesla expands access to Supercharger 
network to all electric cars at all stations in 
the Netherlands

May 2022
Tesla expands Supercharger pilot program 
for non-Tesla EV owners to several more 
European countries

Total public power 
capability 

1,673,865 kW

Market share by power 
capability

14.01%

Number of charge points 16,082

Market share by charge 
points

3.76%

Map view of power capacity without Tesla

Tesla recently announced that they will be opening 
their charging network to non-Teslas in the USA and 
in Europe. The European network only requires a 
software change to enable charging by non-Teslas. In 
the US however, a new connector type must be added 
in addition to software changes. This change to the 
Tesla network is a major improvement for the 
European network as a whole, adding 1.6 Terawatts 
of power to the publicly-accessible grid. While it may 
seem like a philanthropic act, it should be noted that 
this move also helps Tesla improve utilization (and 
therefore revenue) at its  less-popular locations. The 
heatmaps above show the impact of including the 
Tesla network within the broader European network.

*Includes Thrid Party sources

OverviewAnnouncements* about Tesla points opening for ALL EVs
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https://www.tesla.com/support/non-tesla-supercharging
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-non-tesla-supercharer-pilot-program-france-norway/
https://electrek.co/2022/02/14/tesla-expands-access-supercharger-network-all-electric-car-all-stations-netherlands/
https://electrek.co/2022/05/18/tesla-expands-supercharger-pilot-program-non-tesla-ev-owners-european-countries/
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Overall Placements of CPO blocks
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Number of public charge points

CPO - Block

Key Highlights

• The graph on the right, gives an interesting insight
into the distribution of public charges in the Europe
and its fragmentation.

• Total number of CPOs in the grid sums to 269, which
provides cumulatively 90.69% of charging points in
the EU region.

CPO criteria for the grid

Number of public charge points
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• The values of the 
corresponding High, 
Medium and Low for both 
axis is as mentioned with 
the chart.

• The Blocks are 
numbered as follows:

1. High Power capability –
High number of charge 
points.

2. High Power capability –
Medium number of 
charge points

3. High Power capability –
Low number of charge 
points

4. Medium Power capability 
– High number of 
charge points

5. Medium Power capability 
– Medium number of 
charge points

6. Medium Power capability 
– Low number of charge 
points

7. Low Power capability –
High number of charge 
points

8. Low Power capability –
Medium number of 
charge points

9. Low Power capability –
Low number of charge 
points

The below 3X3 Block depicts EU’s volume of charge
points vs EU’s Power capability volume.

Overall Placements of CPO blocks

Note: Market share of at least 0.05% is considered for the grid.

2
CPOs

3
CPOs

9
CPOs

6
CPOs

2
CPOs

64
CPOs

75
CPOs

108
CPOs

Macroscopic view of CPO Blocks

NOTE: CPO's footprint in Iceland or Norway won't be shown here.
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Regional Information in Block

Key Highlights

• The graph shows the distribution of the European
countries’ according to the charging points operated
against their public energy capability.

• The top right segment, showing countries with high
power capability and high number of charging points is
generally occupied by Western and Northern European
countries that already have a more developed EV
market.

• The central segment is the most crowded, including,
especially at the top, several smaller or less populated
countries with strong EV markets as well.

Countries’ charging networks criteria for the blocks

Number of public charge points
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• The values of the 
corresponding High, 
Medium and Low for both 
axis is as mentioned with 
the chart.

• The Blocks are 
numbered as follows:

1. High Power capability –
High number of charge 
points.

2. High Power capability –
Medium number of 
charge points

3. High Power capability –
Low number of charge 
points

4. Medium Power capability 
– High number of 
charge points

5. Medium Power capability 
– Medium number of 
charge points

6. Medium Power capability 
– Low number of charge 
points

7. Low Power capability –
High number of charge 
points

8. Low Power capability –
Medium number of 
charge points

9. Low Power capability –
Low number of charge 
points

The below 3X3 Block depicts EU’s volume of charge
points vs EU’s Power capability volume.

Understanding Regional information in blocks

Note: Market share of at least 0.05% is considered for the grid.
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Macroscopic view of Block
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What the Excel 
Version Contains
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Excel Database Includes

European Countries Covered:

30+
US States Covered:

50
Excel Tabs:

6
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Contact SBD Automotive

Contact Us

USA UK Germany India China Japan

Garren Carr
North America
garrencarr@sbdautomotive.com
+1 734 619 7969

SBD Japan Sales Team
Japan, South Korea & Australia
postbox@sbdautomotive.com
+81 52 253 6201

SBD China Sales Team
China
salesChina@sbdautomotive.com
+86 18516653761

Andrea Sroczynski
Germany, North & East Europe 
andreasroczynski@sbdautomotive.com
+49 211 9753153-1

Luigi Bisbiglia
UK, South & West Europe
luigibisbiglia@sbdautomotive.com
+44 1908 305102

Do you have any questions?

If you have any questions or feedback about this 
research report or SBD Automotive’s consulting services, 
you can email us at info@sbdautomotive.com or discuss 
with your local account manager below.

Book a meeting

info@sbdautomotive.com
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